
 

 

March 2019 Monthly Report 

March marks the winding down of the summer days and the start of a new season with new happenings 

and encounters. In this monthly report the usual compliance patrol statistics are provided, followed by 

a new Ranger addition to the Conservancy team, a brief summary of the first quarterly management 

meeting and a World Wetland Day school presentation. The report then details some signage that was 

installed, and maintenance work performed, including a co-ordinated and VAB sponsored beach clean-

up with the local youngsters. As always, we wrap it all up with the monthly species profile, this time the 

Red-spotted lily weevil which has been seen eating the emergent flowers of the King’s Candelabra lily 

that is a late summer bloomer. 

 
Starry night sky over the Misgunst dunes. 

‘’The greatest threat to our planet is the belief that someone else will save it.’’ – Robert Swan 

Compliance Management 

Marine Living Resources Act 
During March a total of 108 recreational fishing, spearfishing and bait collecting permits were checked 

by Taylor, Kei and Daniel (A recent addition to the Ranger team). Of the of the 108 permits checked, 29 

people (27%) failed to produce a valid permit and were issued a verbal warning. These statistics are far 

from ordinary with a huge increase in both the number of fishermen and non-compliant fisherman.   
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Another Ranger Joins the Ranks 

At the beginning of March, the Conservancy Ranger team grew a little larger with the addition of another 

new student Ranger, Daniel Ferreira. Like Taylor and Apogee (and most previous Rangers), Daniel also 

hails as a student from Saasveld, George campus, Nelson Mandela University. Earlier in the year, Daniel 

approached Kei to see if the Conservancy could accommodate him so he could complete his 3rd year 

practical year studies required for him to obtain his national diploma in nature conservation. Daniel is 

no stranger to the Conservancy as he volunteered his time at the Conservancy last year and was even 

shortlisted and attended the 2019 student Ranger selection process, and so the interview wasn’t needed 

again. So, after careful consideration, the Conservancy agreed to host Daniel, but at his own costs. He 

will be accommodated in the caravan at Riekie van Rensburg’s campsite alongside the Conservancy 

office and will work through to the end of march next year. We are happy to have him on the team. A 

now bolstered Ranger contingent ready to tackle the myriad of tasks and patrols that present 

themselves. 

 
New to the team, Daniel Ferreira. 

Meetings 

Quarterly Management Meeting 
On the 15th, the first management meeting for the year was held at Riekie van Rensburg’s farm with 

some of the Conservancy steering committee members. Topics on the agenda arising from previous 

minutes included registration as an NGO, issues surrounding the CCTV system, the new student Rangers 

and the Oyster Catcher trail run event. This was followed by a delivery of the financial report by Nicol 

Hanekom involving the financial contributions and collections, and position of the Conservancy’s 

finances. New agenda items were then discussed, which centred around voting rights of the 

Conservancy members and lastly the instigation of a raffle fundraiser for the Conservancy. 

World Wetland Day Presentation 

As many of you might know, the 2nd of February is World Wetland day. In honour of this day the Rangers 

decided to educate a large group of youngsters at the Diaz primary school in Mossel bay. This is a very 
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special day and it is vital to make people aware of the importance of wetlands, not only to us as humans 

but to the natural environment as well. Wetlands are more vital than ever, especially in a semi-arid 

country such as South Africa. Wetlands hold great significance in the sense of ecosystem services. “What 

services?” you may ask, well, this does not only include food supply and provision and storage of water. 

Wetlands also have the ability to remove excess pollutants in the air that we breath and they aid in the 

protection against natural hazards, through flood control.  

The conservation and rehabilitation of wetlands has become more needed in recent years, due to abuse 

and pollution, with about half of South Africa’s wetlands already destroyed by many negligent practices. 

This is likely due to a lack of understanding and education.  

So ahead of the day, Apogee, Daniel and Taylor arranged with the Diaz primary school principal for a 

fun and interactive day with the youngsters. A large group of about 120 grade 6 and 7 pupils were 

present for this educational PowerPoint presentation in class. A short informative video was also shown 

beforehand, to capture the young pupils’ interest, and during the presentation many interesting facts 

were discussed about plant and animal life in wetland environments. After the presentation, the Rangers 

introduced a game of “tell me something cool about wetlands” and those who participated walked away 

with pockets full of candy. Even though this was all fun and games, the children without a doubt went 

home with an expanded knowledge on wetlands. 

 
Daniel and Apogee educating the young minds on wetlands. 

Coastcare signage: Save the Whales 

The world’s whale populations have been dramatically altered by human activities. Aside from centuries 

of hunting these species, from the 1950’s to 1965 whales were overexploited being commercially 

targeted by whalers as a valuable source of oil, meat and baleen. However, their uncontrolled slaughter 

was not sustainable and one species after another was driven to the brink of extinction. Intervention, in 

the form of a moratorium on whaling by the International Whaling Commission has provided some 

respite for these marine giants but it will be many years before they are out of danger. 
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On the 15th, Kei along with Apogee and Daniel headed down to the Fransmanshoek point to restock 

the herbarium, but also found the chance to fix a brand new ‘save the whales’ sign to an existing frame 

at the Fransmanshoek point at the entrance to the Information Centre. The sign design comes from the 

Oceans and Coasts’ Coastcare series which has produced fantastically informative material on various 

aspects of the coastal environments. The Rangers decided this was the right sign to erect here, given 

that on most days during the whale season, Fransmanshoek provides a great whale watching spot where 

whales pass just metres from the shore whilst moving around the point, giving tourists and locals a first-

class view. It is no secret about the danger which whaling has posed to the magnificent whales that 

frequent our coastlines, so this sign is intended to help educate visitors on the history of whaling in 

South Africa, the effects which it had on the overall populations, why they became a valuable resource 

and some information on Humpback, Fin, Antarctic Minke, Sei, Sperm, and Blue whales species. 

Thanks to Warren Manuel of Mossel Bay Municipality who provided three high-quality galvanised signs, 

all of which will all be installed by the Conservancy Rangers at various Conservancy public coastal access 

points in the next month and will hopefully endure the coastal conditions for the next decade. 

 
Apogee and Daniel happy with their handywork. 

Maintenance 

The Rangers where hard at work this month with continued maintenance around the Conservancy office 

and Ranger accommodation. Over the week from the 12th to 16th, Taylor and Daniel finished applying 

all the paint coats to the Ranger accommodation, this time completing the decking. Next month, the 

Office building will get a few good coats to make the job truly complete. Meanwhile, Kei was able to 

collect a bakkie load of wood chips from Albertinia whilst meeting with CapeNature. This was brought 

back to spruce up the office surrounds with a neat layer, making the front office presentable and keeping 

the dust down. 
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Daniel and Taylor giving the Ranger accommodation deck a much-needed coat of care. 

 
The drop sides on the new bakkie proving to be a hit, making it easier to offload various materials 

VAB Erfenisfonds Beach clean-up 

Picking up trash like plastic along our beautiful coast is one of the regular things the Conservancy 

Rangers do whilst on their patrols. However, the race against plastic and other trash never ends. During 
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the month of March, Kei was contacted by Vleesbaai Aandeleblok who were interested in planning a 

big coastal clean up event along the Conservancy beaches. It was mentioned that it would be a great 

idea to involve some of the local children on our mission to clean these beaches, and with this, to 

educate them a bit about our wonderful and diverse sea life.  

So, on Friday, 22nd March, following Human Rights Day, Fransmanshoek Conservancy once again 

hosted a coastal clean-up involving rural local school children through the support of Vleesbaai 

Aandeleblok’s Erfenisfonds programme and local community leaders. 14 children joined the 

Fransmanshoek Rangers for the event in which over 200kg of litter were collected from 10km’s of 

coastline between Springerbaai Eco-Estate and Kanon beach, the eastern and western borders of the 

Conservancy respectively. Much of the litter collected originates from offshore marine vessels which 

illegally and unthoughtfully discard their rubbish out of view in the sea; sadly, much is also left behind 

by local and visitor shore angling fishermen.   

 
The group with all their trash collected from the Conservancy shores. 

The Conservancy Rangers guided the clean-ups, splitting the children into two groups which each 

cleaned separate areas and then met afterwards at Vleesbaai for a light lunch. The Erfenisfonds provided 

all the children and Rangers with a cooldrink and hotdog, as well as covered the transport costs for the 

day. The morning was rounded off for the group with an exciting guided tour of the intertidal zone 

where the Rangers interpreted the fascinating world found on the coastal rocks.  All the children 

received certificates for their deed from community leader Hennie Floors. Whilst on the clean-up Kei 

Heyns, Taylor Fiford, Apogee Fowler and Daniel Ferreira of Fransmanshoek Conservancy also gave short 

conservation-based talks to try to empower the young minds to make conservation conscious decisions 

in this world of ever-decreasing natural areas. 
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The most common item found was empty plastic water bottles which continuously appear branded by 

foreign languages from all over the world.  Plastic bottled water and plastics in general must be one of 

the biggest environmental disasters of the 21st century!  The millions of plastic products bought in 

South Africa every year, end up all over the country side as pollution and unnecessary waste products.  

Hardly anybody even realises that plastics can and should be recycled.  Let us put a stop to this ridiculous 

trend.  We all, as individuals, can make a difference as we control the market as consumers! 

We wish that for future clean-ups the public will be more involved to make a difference to our 

environment and to show that they all still care. 

A big thanks goes out to the Morton Hubbe of the Garden Route District Municipality for providing the 

bags, and Chris Booysen, Vivian Pauw and Martin Pauw of Vleesbaai Aandeleblok Erfenisfonds for 

initiating and funding the event with the help of local community leaders, ultimately making the day 

possible.  Thanks also to Springerbaai Eco-Estate, Frik Orban and Riekie van Rensburg of the Vleesbaai 

4X4 Dune Route for their much-appreciated assistance.  Lastly, thanks a million to all the local children 

for their dedication. 

Monthly Species Profile 

Common name          : Red-spotted Lily Weevil 

Scientific name          : Branchycerus ornatus 

Family          : Curculionidae        

Phylum   : Arthropoda 

 

 

 
Description:  

This weevil Branchycerus ornatus, is very large with a body 

length of 25 – 45mm, with a rounded abdomen. It has a black 

body and is covered in red spots, except for the legs. Its head 

is strongly punctured and ridged.  

Habitat:  

These beetles are ground dwelling creatures in areas of clay 

soils. Theses beetles are only found in areas where the soil is 

suitable for pupa development. The large beetle will also only 

inhabit an area with a high density of lily species. 

Ecology:  

Adults feed on a variety of plants, but mostly on the foliage of the lily Ammocharis coranica, otherwise 

known as the Karoo lily. Here in the Fransmanshoek Conservancy, they are also seen on the abundant 

floral displays of Kings Candelabra, Brunsvigia orientalis, flowers during late summer. They have mostly 

nocturnal and crepuscular feeding habits. During copulation males and females tend to stop feeding. 

The females lay their eggs in borrows adjacent to the bulbs of the flowers, normally in the period of 

highest rain fall this will ensure that when the eggs hatch the larvae will be able to feed on the bulbs of 

the adjacent plants. Adults will also feed on the leaves of lily plants.  
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An adult weevil feeding on the leaves of a Kings Candelabra, Brunsvigia orientalis. 

Conservation status:  

Insufficient data  

Interesting facts:  

• Their exoskeletons have been used by traditional Zulu healers as jewellery   

• this species is commonly preyed upon by large spiders, such as baboon and rain spiders. 
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